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From the President—Neil Gustafson—
Probably more than you wanted to know. Enjoy the journey. Neil

Food for Thought from the editor;
With life dictating that I am extremely “time challenged”, among
other things, including cost, it is my opinion that for a successful,
useful and engaging Newsletter and:
1.
2.

With John doing such a great job of emailing current news
and information.
Knowing we have a multitude of incredibly talented ‘member
Smiths’ [ who could try making an annotated picture-story on
their next project to be highlighted in The Forge] as well as
access to many, many more publications and our in-house,
‘Demos’ to garner articles for The Forge that we can publish;
The Combination, to my eyes, presents itself:

A current, as required, email outlining news &
events. [presently John]

The Forge , with 3 +- ISSUES PER YEAR consisting
of ‘How To’ Demos, interesting and useful technical
Blacksmith information and other Digital
submissions from members as well as articles
gleaned from other
Th publications. Some fillers too!
Forge
e
[presentlyThe
me]


THE SIZE OF THEForISSUES WOULD RELY ON THE
ge
VOLUME OF SUBMISSIONS
FROM MEMBERS/MYSELF!
A TRULY, INVOLVED, RELEVANT NEWSLETTER

Articles and reports have been received from a couple of people
but it is necessary for more member involvement [it is a continuing
thing] so some useful newsletters and even a reserve could be
built. Hopefully articles and/or recorded demos etc. from
members, or others, will keep The Forge
Current and more useful. Thanks!
Charlie Dowdeswell—editor
T22222
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Secretary Reports—Chas Low Fall Issue, 2014
there is a considerable amount of
tungsten in the alloy, because
Show and Tell: Charlie L brought even at bright yellow, it is harder
than mild steels are cold.
in a bunch of diamond
sharpening devices. There was a John A brought in a couple of
4 sided hone, with grits from 200 bottle openers, one made from a
RR spike, the other from some
to 600, in its own plastic box,
3/16ths round stock. He also
bought at Princess Auto within
brought in a brass casting of a
the last year or so, for a price in
butt plate, cast from the original
the 20 dollar range. There were
Lee- High rifle, made in the 19th
several folding plastic
century, and an exact duplicate
sharpeners, bought some years
ago at what is now KMS tools. I he made, in steel, with incredible
precision.
don’t know if they still have
Aaron brought in a nice pair of
them. They were also fairly
cheap, and have the advantage of tongs he made at the Luxton fair
for handling small round stock.
being portable. He also brought
in a carborundum sharpening
No old business
stone for comparison- it was
probably purchased at a garage
sale for less than a dollar. He also New business: Skip mentioned
that the Dorothy Steigler demo
brought in the cutest little
will probably happen next
pumpkin carving knife, after an
October.
idea from Aaron, made from
There was a discussion of the
about 3 inches of 3/8ths round
membership fee, which, after all
spring stock, and a shoe horn,
these years is still at the original
made from the most obnoxious
level of $30.00 per year, while
stainless imaginable. I suspect
VIBA minutes, Oct 26, ‘14

for everything else prices have skyrocketed. John suggested that $50.00
would not be out of line, starting in the
new year, and a provisional vote
approved this unanimously, with a final
vote to take place next month.
We also discussed sending out the
newsletter by email, with only the
computer-free members getting paper
copies. This was triggered by the
enormous size of the recent mailing,
which cost $1.80 each to mail.
New People: Greg Pascucci, and John
Olsen. Greg was intrigued by the
Ulfbert Sword, the original of which is
at the RBC Museum just now, and John
just would like to try blacksmithing.
And with that we adjourned
Chas Low, Secretary

Th
The Forge

e
For

People like the exposure of wickedness . . . In high places. Itgegives them a sense of ultimate righteousness of
the world . . . The squirming of those who are caught allows people to indulge in a certain legitimate sadism
which, otherwise,they would feel obliged to supress —- John Kenneth Gailraith.
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Minutes; VIBA Nov 30 ‘14
Show and Tell: Willy brought in a lovely big vase or possibly a large candle holder made from a piece of
pipe, Charlie L brought a knife he had started this morning, not finished, but you could see where it was
going, Charlie D brought in a farrier’s journal, and 2 volumes of photos that were taken at Caniron Vl,
Neil brought in a stack of newsletters from other associations, including the Iron Trillium from the Ontario
group, the Hammer’s blow, from ABANA, Hot Iron News, from the NWBA and possibly one or two others. John brought in a puzzle, a piece of wood, cut so there were 4 crenulations, with a nail through the
middle of the 2 center ones. He did explain to us how this was possible .
New people: John Olson and Nick Holfeld
Finances: We are still nicely solvent.
Business, new and old: Last month we discussed the idea of raising our dues from $30.00 per year to
$50.00. This was passed unanimously.
There are going to be several events coming up in the coming year: The Western States conference, at the
San Benito county fairgrounds, Hollister Calif, Apr 23 to 26, the Northwest Blacksmiths Assoc conference,
shortly after, and Caniron X on the July long weekend, at Bidek Cape Breton.
There was some discussion of the fact that we are going to need to make things to sell at fairs. The consensus was that we should set aside a weekend in spring when the weather would be at least warmer.
Hugh Wallace is in Edmonton, setting up a blacksmithing group, and the equipment he has to work with is
in pretty bad shape, so it was agreed that he could have the remaining forge on long term loan, provided he
got to it before anyone else did, and that he would be responsible for moving it. It comes apart into manageable pieces, and he is planning to be here in December, so the conditions should not be a big problem
for him.
Dec 10 at 7.00 PM is the MFI Christmas party.
Wayne Wonnenberg has a power hammer he would like to sell. Willy will get a picture of it.
We discussed the newsletter. As things stand, our current duesTh
do not cover the cost of preparing and mailForge
e
ing the newsletter, and even with the increase in the The
dues,
we would
not make much of a profit, so it was
For
decided, again unanimously, that we will go on line. There are a few members who do not have computers,
ge
or who we do not have email addresses for. We will make an effort
to get up to date addresses for everyone
who has one, and for the few who need it, we can simply print off a copy from the computer for them and
mail it . John, when he is making the all-point announcements will include the info when there is a new issue of the newsletter on the website.
The next meeting, at the end of January, will be the AGM. Dues will be due, officers will need to be
elected and a whole new and exciting year will be starting. Chas Low, Secretary
A specialist is one who knows everything about something, and nothing about anything else.
—Ambrose Bierce
The man we call a specialist today was formerly called a man with a one track mind.
—Endre Balogh
T44444
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VIBA Minutes, Jan 25 ‘15
Show and Tell: There were 2 boxes of doughnuts from Timmy’s, and a box of macadamia nut chocolatesmany thanks to the donors.
Charlie L brought in a jade pendant- not blacksmithing, but a nice thing to handle.
Neil brought in a copy of the OABA newsletter, a book on knives and a history of Caniron.
Brendan brought a handle for a mason jar, so he will be able to drink moonshine in style, and the latest upgrade on his nail sword design.
Sohrab brought in a skinning knife he has been working on.
New People: There was a crowd at this meeting: Shaheen, Sohrab, Bas, (visiting from the Netherlands) Don,
John, Mitch, Dan, Jack and Wendy, Jake, Tony and Scott.
Ray brought us up to date on Don Startin, who is feeling well, though he is apparently really growing a very
serious beard.
Old Business: The forge that Hugh wanted/wants is still here, so I will have to get on his case.
Caniron: the early registration price only holds till the first of February.
The library needs more room. We could get rid of the beer and use those shelves, but a better solution would
be to get on with expanding the shop. This would have additional benefits too.
New Business: The blacksmithing class starts March 14, will run 7 or 8 Saturdays from 8.30 am to 5.00 pm,
not easter nor the week of the Western Blacksmiths convention in California, Apr 23. The cost is $300.00,
and there are 5 places left in a class of 12.
Brodie was saying that when you use the mig welder, open the argon bottle all the way, and close it all the
way when you are finished, and bleed the pressure out of the regulator. If it is only opened part way, and
especially if it is left that way, the argon will leak out, and it costs $70.00 to fill it. We have an account at
Praxair, 774 Fairview St. It should be the responsibility of the person who uses the last of the argon to haul
the bottle in and get it filled. It can be charged to VIBA. Brodie will run welding courses, basically one on
one, when he has time, and will cover both the mig and stick welders.
We are going to need inventory for sale at fairs. When we are making stuff on Monday and Wednesday evenings, we should be making some for the fairs as well as stuff to take home. We are also talking about a production day, probably some time before the course starts. If anyone has plans that will involve steel that we
don’t have lying round, they should get a list of requirements in soonish.
Marj will give a course on making steel pillows, date not specified.
She will bring in her plasma cutter to
Th
make shapes with. We will need some sheet steel forThe
that,
and
while
there are some pieces of stainless sheet
Forge
e
in the shop, probably plain mild sheet will be better.
For
Neil mentioned that the Saltspring Island group have a communal
ge shop on Rainbow Rd, SSI.
On the May long weekend, we not only have the rodeo to demonstrate at, but the highland games at Topaz
Park. Willy volunteered to coordinate that.
And with that we adjourned the regular meeting and went on to the AGM
John went over the finances with us. I don’t need to include the details, but we are nicely solvent.
We then selected officers. Neil will continue as president, John and Norm exchanged jobs, so John is vice
president and Norm is treasurer, and Brendan stepped up to be Secretary, allowing Charlie L a nice break.
Thanks, Brendan.
Chas

T55555
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Neil will continue as president,
John is vice president
Norm is treasurer
and
Brendan stepped up to be Secretary,
allowing Charlie L a nice break. Thanks, Brendan.
———————————————————————————_________________________________________________________________
Fair Coordinator

Neil Gustafson

Luxton Rodeo
May 2015

John Archer

Pig barbecue and white elephant exchange
Aug , 2015 at Low’s,
Coombs
August 2015 Dave Winestock
VIEX Nanaimo
August 2015 Neil Gustafson
Cobble Hill

Th

Aug 2015 The
Raynier
Pipke
Forge
e
For

Saanich Fair

ge

2015 Charlie Low
Production Days
When Required Willy Tobler
The Forge Editor
2015 Charlie Dowdeswell
V.I.B.A. Picnic
June? TBA
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CanIron X CBBA Cape Breton Blacksmiths Association

T
Albert Paley, an
innovative and world
renowned metal
sculptor from
Rochester, NY

.

he planning for CanIron X continues on Cape Breton Island
in Nova Scotia and held in Baddeck, a beautiful and historic town on
the shores of the Bras d'Or Lake, Canada's largest in-land sea. This
lovely seaside town was the summer home of Alexander Graham Bell
and was a location where many innovations were dreamt and built.
This should be an excellent back drop to host Albert Paley, an innovative and world renowned metal sculptor from Rochester, NY. Registration for the event is not open yet, but the CBBA invites you to mark
your calendars and join them for the big event in 2015! Visit
www.canironx.ca for more info.

ForgeIron Blueprints
Copyright 2002 - 2007 IFORGEIRON, All rights reserved.
BP0094 Candle Pans and Cups
by Jim Carothers
Here are some photos of Candle
Pans made from a square blank.

Th
The Forge

e

The blank is 2-1/2" sq. 14 to 18
Gage; the bottom die is a piece of
2" std. wall pipe; the top tool is a
1-7/8" trailer hitch ball. The inside edge of the pipe has been
chamfered about 1/8" and
smoothed at the edge.

For
ge

After the depression is formed, I
bent the "ears" over just a little to
make it interesting. Jim C.

Old people love to give good advice ~it compensates them for their inability to set
a bad example— Duc de La Rochefoucauld (1613-1680)
In those days he was wiser than he is now —he used frequently to take my advice-Winston Churchhill
T77777
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V.A.R.P. = Volume, Area, Resistance, Power
V.A.R.P. is a useful concept that Clifton Ralph has taught
at Conferences in his Power Hammer Classes.
It stands for Volume, Area, Resistance and Power.
VOLUME: If you increase the Volume
of Steel you are forging, it will increase the amount of Power you will need to forge it. 2”
square has 48x the Volume of ¼” square, 1” square has 16x the Volume of ¼” square, ½”
square has 4x the Volume of ¼” square.
AREA: If you reduce the Area you are hitting, it will reduce the amount of Power you need.
Fullering, Sidesetting and Butchering require less Power because you are affecting a relatively
small Area of the Volume of steel so it is easier to overcome the Resistance with the Power
available. The same can be said for half faced blows and drawing with a pein or drawing dies,
you are focusing your Power on a smaller Area to achieve a larger amount of useful work.
Clifton talks about “feeding the baby” where you feed the steel into the Power Hammer slowly
so that each bite of the Hammer does a useful amount of work. If you rush the hammer, you
will not be able to draw as quickly.
RESISTANCE: Two things to consider here in figuring your Resistance, what you are forging
and how hot is it. Pure Iron and High Grade wrought iron forge real easy at the right temperature, mild steel forges pretty easy, spring steel a little harder to forge, high carbon and very high
alloy steel tend to be harder to forge, even at the correct working temperature. The other factor
in Resistance is pure temperature, do you have the piece hot enough for the operation you want
to do? This is a situation where sometimes many shorter heats to maintain your working temperature can save you work, over trying to “get the most out of each heat”.
POWER: This is how much energy your hammer can deliver to the piece. This applies
whether it is a Nazel 3B, 100 lbs. Little Giant, or a 2 lbs. Cross Pein. Mass x Velocity squared,
so a big slow hammer might do less work than a slightly
smaller, but faster hammer. A note
Th
about sledge hammer work, if you feel slow swinging
The Forge the
e heavy hammer, you might be more
efficient switching to a lighter hammer you can swing For
faster. I have seen a lot of people think “I
ge
need to use a bigger hammer”, when they would have been
better off swinging a slightly
smaller hammer faster and more accurately. Heavy hammer blows DO penetrate thicker stock
better, so you are not just affecting the surface.
All this is designed to help you think about your forging better. If you are needing to work larger stock by hand, you need to keep it hot, use top tools to focus the available energy to do the
most work. Don’t be too ambitious, FOCUS..
Posted on Iforgeiron.com by SJS, April 14/14 in Blacksmithing Gems and Pearls, page 6.
Blacksmithing General Discussion
T88888
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From iforgeironTwist Candle Stick
Demonstration by Ralph Douglas

June 20, 2001

Ralph|:
Good evening folks. Tonight I will do a short demo on a simple candle holder.

Start with 3 round rods. I use either 5/16 or 1/2" by about
10 inches or so (9mm to 13mm round by ~250mm). I
wire them up to forge weld. Or you can tack weld them.

Do
Forge weld one end... And draw to a short square point

Not
Use
Now flip over and weld the other end about 2-3 inches
(50-75mm) from the end.

A Hatchet
To remove
A fly
from a

Take a nice even heat for this next part.
Clamp in your vice and twist it. ITh
usually go one full
twist, but use your ownThe
judgement
Forge
e as to what looks
good.
For
ge

Now draw out the 3 legs to an nice even taper. It
helps to get them all the same length. :)

Friend’s
Head
Ancient Chinese
Proverb.

Ralph: I usually draw them out to about the width of my anvil. . .
But if you have a really large anvil then you might want to draw it
out till it is about 4 inches.
T99999
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LOVE
Now curl up the tips and curve the legs into nice looking arcs.

THY
NEIGHBOUR
AS

Jock suggested a further refinement to this.
It is using a collar or a wrap of wire to 'hide' the weld area.
Perhaps a piece of copper wire? Will try it out one day.
(See our previous collaring demo for details).

THYSELF,
BUT
CHOOSE
YOUR

Now I take a piece of sheet and make a disc. About 4 inches
across. I found that if you do not have a plasma cutter, that a
hole saw works well. and it even leaves the hole in the middle.

NEIGHBOURHOOD
Louise Beal

RALPH Then heat it and dish it. I use a ball pein and a section of
hardwood.
This can be done cold - guru
RALPH After all this, I take a light heat on the twist and run a wire
wheel (actually a wire cup) over it. Gets rid of the scale and
also lets a faint bronze and blue oxide show.Th
The Forge

e

For

RALPH I also do the same for the disc. You may use a small belt
grinder to shape up the point. Insure it is thingeenough so that
you do not break the candle.
RALPH Then braze the catch cup to the holder.
RALPH BTW make sure the legs are equidistance form each other.
JOCK D. For a 120 degree "guage" you can use the sides of a large
hex nut.

Not bad Guys!
But,
NO
Collars
For
Me
Eh!
%%%%%%%%
T1010101010
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Save the dates for these not to be missed Blacksmith Conferences:
Forging on the Faultline: Western States Blacksmith Conference 2015 04/23/2015 04/26/2015
San Benito County Fairgrounds, Tres Pinos, California

NWBA Annual Conference
05/14/2015- 05/17/2015
Cowlitz Expo Center, Longview, WA

CanIron X 2015
07/02/2015 - 07/05/2015
Cape Breton Island, Nova Scotia, Canada

Animal Trivia—In case you miss 1 or 2, the answers on Page 10
A sheep, duck, and rooster were the world's first passengers in a what?
What was the name of Dr Dolittle’s Parrot?
Laika was the name of the first ever dog to do what?
Karakul, Texel, and Romney Marsh are different kinds of what?
A giraffes tongue is what color?
A Scomber Scombrus is what type of fish?
Who was the owner of the film star Lassie?
A goat sucker is what type of creature?
What is another name for the bird Didus Ineptus ?
What is a camels dude?
What do you call a group of Donkeys?
Danes come from what European country?

Th
The Forge

e

Manu National Park Peru has 1300 different species of what?
A cat is feline but and a rabbit is a what?

For
ge

What is a percoid?
What creature can live for the longest period without any water?
In the Maori language, what does Kaka mean?
What was Lord Byron's dogs name?
A cow moos , a cock crows and an ape does what?
What do you call a group of Frogs?
If you don’t know where you are going, you’ll probably end up somewhere else
Lawrence J.. Peter

T1111111111
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Stationary contemplation is
needed for the Animal trivia
Questions from page 10
A: hot air balloon
A: Polynesia
A: Get sent into space
A: Sheep
A: Black
A: Mackerel
A: Sam Barraclough
A: A Bird
A: The Dodo
A: Penis

A: A pace
A: Germany
A: Butterfly
A: Leporine
A: A type of bony fish
A: Rats
A: Parrot
A: Boatswain
A: Jibber
A: An Army

The Forge

You got the Answer?

Th
e
For

Yup, thar she Be!

ge
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Lessons in Blacksmithing
Copyright 2002 - 2007 IFORGEIRON, All rights reserved.
LB0007 Seeing Colors
Explanation of colors:
I divide red, orange, and yellow (the colors of heated metal) into 3 groups each. Start with black then low
red, medium red and high red, low orange, medium orange, and high orange, low yellow, medium yellow,
and high yellow, then white heat. This is followed by sparks. The lower temperatures have more separation
in heat colors than the separation in heat colors at high temperatures. The difference is suttle, and everyone
sees color differently. The same colors are different temperatures in bright sun then in shade and may differ
by as much as 2, 3, or 4 color levels. You need to standardize to your conditions. The 12 color divisions
(black to sparks) are enough for discussion purposes, and are repeatable under YOUR conditions.
This is the time you need to find a steel yard and purchase some NEW mild steel stock. Put the metal into the
fire and get it hot enough to throw sparks, just like a 4th of July (USA) sparkler. This is usually when the
metal is beyond high yellow or white in color. You have now successfully burned the metal, don't do it again
as that is TOO HOT. Cut the burnt end off the stock to where there is new material.
Put the stock back into the fire, heat to high orange or yellow, and hit it with a hammer. It will move a certain way under the hammer each (every) time. When the metal gets to low orange in color by loosing heat, it
will stiffen a bit. Warm it back up and do it again at orange in color, hammering the metal while it falls to
medium red in color. Put it in the fire and bring it only up to showing low red in color. Hit it with the hammer and feel how it moves (or doesn't want to move). Back to the fire and then repeat at yellow. Feel the
hammer when it hits the metal at different temperatures. If you see the color of the mild steel as red stop and
take another heat, get it back up to working temperature.
Different types of metal act differently at the same heat color. Some metals have short working temperatures,
meaning that they only should be worked at medium to high yellow for instance. If it gets to low yellow quit
and take another heat. This is something you will have to either learn on your own or seek the advice of others that have worked this type steel.
Your eyes see colors differently then how others see and label the same color due to age, glasses, and life
Th
experiences. You are building YOUR heat standard for
YOUR
forge
under YOUR smithy conditions.
The Forge
e
For

During the next week, look at different objects in your part of the
ge world and â€ œseeâ€ • the color. Then
label that color as black, reds, oranges, yellows, white. The practice will aid you when you get to the forge
and being able to tell the sometimes suttle differences in colors. If you really want to know what temperature
a specific color represents, or what temperature a piece of steel has been heated to, purchase a temperature
measuring device called a pyrometer. There are also wax pencils that can be applied to the steel that will
melt at a specific temperature. Both work well and are more than accurate for use in blacksmithing.
A temperature chart for mild steel is as follows.
Sparkler - burning the
metal

High yellow
Medium yellow
Low yellow

High Orange
Medium Orange
Low Orange

High Red
Medium Red

T1313131313
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For your Tool Box
Paul Garrett's
Three
Fingered Bending Fork
by Dave Smucker
Bending forks have been around forever and there
are many ways to make them, but I think that Paul's
idea is something new or at least it is a design that I
have never seen. I even said to Paul "It makes me
mad, because I didn't think of it myself."
What makes a 3-fingered special is the way you can
easily use it to bend stock both toward you and away
from you.
The sketch on this page is of a fork that Paul made
that is 24 inches long so the drawing is about 1/3 actual
size.

Th
The Forge

e
For
ge

This fork is made from a racecar axle of Hy-Tuf steel.
For more on this steel see the article in this issue on "Two
Interesting Steels." Paul has this type of material for sale
from time to time.
For those that may not know Paul, he is the resident
blacksmith at the John C. Campbell Folk School. Make a
point of coming to the November meeting of the AACB at
the Folk School and meet Paul.
On the following page are some sketches of the 3fingered head and one way to use this bending fork.

T1414141414
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To make the fork Paul first drew out the
axle and then flattened the bending end. He
then split this end and forged the two fingers
and bend them 90 degrees. He then hot
punched a hole in the base of the wye for the
third finger. This finger he drew out of additional axle material fitted in place and arc
welded top and bottom.

This view shows one way of using the fork. In this
position, the blacksmith is bending the material towards themselfes. In other words, towards the bottom of
the drawing.
(There are many positions you can use the fork because
of the many ways you can place stock between the three
fingers).

Th

In this view, the smith is bending away from himself or
The Forge
e
herself, towards the top of the picture.
For
ge

Here is a view from the other side.

The really neat thing here is to make a correction to an
over bend one does not have to reposition the fork, only
shift from one pin (finger) to the other. This requires a
handle movement of only about 90 degrees, much much
less than in a 2 pin or fingered bending fork.
Making this tool out of a 220,000 psi (pounds per
square inch) steel makes this a supper tough tool you can
really lay into.
Make some of these forks in different sizes and you will
really like them.

T1515151515
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Vancouver Island Blacksmith Assoc

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

1040 Marwood Avenue,
Victoria, B. C., CANADA
BC, Canada, V9C 3C4

http://www.viblacksmiths.com

President: Neil Gustafson
E-mail: swedefidle@shaw.ca

The Forge
Dedicated to the
Revival of
the ‘King of Crafts’

VANCOUVER ISLAND BLACKSMITH ASSOCIATION

Name_____________________________________________
Address 1 _________________________________________
Address 2 _________________________________________
City ______________________________________________
Province/State
_________________________________________
P/Zip Code, Country ________________________________
Email ____________________________________________
Ph: (
) _________________________________________
New [ ]
Renewal [ ]
[ ] Regular Membership $50.00 Annually
[ ] Contributory Member $100.00 Annually
Members required to sign a Liability Waiver
Make Cheque or Money Orders payable to:
Vancouver Island Blacksmiths Association
1040– Marwood AvenueVictoria, B.C., CANADA, V9C 3C4

SOME OF THE INLAWS
[It is great to have tons of friends, but sometimes it creates glitches, which means, I must say sorry to multitudes of
understanding friends, as there is only space for a limited number of addresses below.

‘Of course if you have a bit of a disjointed nose, just send a worthy article & [if possible with drawings
or photo] to [charlesdowdeswell@gmail.com ] Name will appear in its full glory with the article on an
www.abana.org
Artists Blacksmiths Assoc. of N.A.
www.blacksmith.org
North West Blacksmiths, Longview, Wash
www.baba.org.uk
British Artists Blacksmiths Association

http://www.ontariocolleges.ca/SearchResults/ARTS
-CULTURE-BLACKSMITH/_/N-lqgi
Th
Haliburton
College

The Forge

e

For
http://www.saskblacksmiths.ca

WesterngeCanadian Blacksmith Guild, Saskatchewan
Chapt.

http://cbblacksmiths.com
Cape Breton Blacksmith Association

http://www.wcbg.ca
Western Canadian Blacksmith Guild, Founding
Chapt

http://maritimeblacksmiths.ca
Maritime Blacksmith Association

http://www.kootenay-blacksmiths.ca
Kootenay Blacksmith Association

http://www.ontarioblacksmiths.ca
Ontario Artist Blacksmith Association

http://www.viblacksmiths.com
Vancouver Island Blacksmiths Association
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